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Background

Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) is a powerful
framework to model complex decision-making problems of
interacting systems [2]. Agents have to learn from local obser-
vations and rewards (feedback) to optimize their joint actions
taken in an environment. The resulting feedback loop is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Multi-Agent RL Loop © Justin Terry 2021

A critical assumption for success of MARL in an environ-
ment is that all agents are trained together (either centralized or
decentralized with some feedback) and then the same agents
are paired together during testing and deployment [3]. How-
ever, what happens if an agent that was not part of the training
process is paired with the trained agents? This scenario is
illustrated Figure 2. A strategy that might have worked well for
the trained agents, will likely not work well when paired with an
agent that was not part of the training.

Project Goal

The goal of this project is to test Off-Belief Learning [1] for
MARL with continuous control in the multi-particle environment
from OpenAI [2]. Off-Belief Learning enables agents to learn
a conservative strategy that ideally should work well when
agents are paired with any possible other unknown players. In
this project students should extend [1] to a continuous control
scenario and test it with pre-trained agents from known MARL
methods.

Figure 2: Multi-Agent RL Loop with new Agent

Intermediate Goals
• Literature review of Multi-Agent RL methods and Off-

Belief Learning.
• Familiarize with OpenAI multi-particle environment.
• Implement and train different MARL agents.
• Design an Off-Belief Learning Algorithm for continuous

control.
• Implement the Off-Belief Learning Algorithm and test it

with the previously trained agents (as paired agents).
• Final presentation.

Knowledge
Required:

• Good programming skills (Python).
• Machine learning (gradient based optimization of neural

networks), basic system theory.
Not required, but a big +:

• Basic elements of Reinforcement Learning (i.e. explain-
ing an MDP).
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